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CALLED A DRAW
Hanlon Put Up a Stiff Battle With Young
Corbett for Championship

After twenty rounds of the fastest fighting over seen In San Francisco. Referee declared the
bout between Young Corbett of Denver and Eddie Hanlon of San Francisco a draw. Young
Corbett clearly demonstrated that he has not gone back as some sporting writers would have the
public
believe. Hanlon also showed that the high opinion in which he has been held by Californian
boxing enthusiasts has been justified. The contest from a spectacular standpoint was the
best ever witnessed on the coast, both men putting up a clean, hard, scientific contest.
Round 1
Hanlon was the first to lead but was short. Corbett pranced about and uppercut Hanlon lightly
with his right. Hanlon assumed a crouching position and was well guarded Corbett was unable to
penetrate it. Corbett finally put in a light right to the face. Eddie put his left to head and Corbett
retaliated with right to head. Eddie neatly blocked a left uppercut. He tried twice with left for
face, but Corbett backed out of harms way. Corbett brought his left to the ear, but not with much
force.

Hanlon drove a straight left to head and in a mix-up sent his right and left to face. As the gong
sounded Hanlon drove his left and right hard to body and head. The champion went to his
corner with a worried look.
Round 2.
Hanlon led for body but was short. Corbett tried with right and left for the body but was
blocked. Hanlon kept his face well protected. Corbett planted his right hard to the stomach and
Hanlon hooked him to body with left. Corbett sent his right to body and they clinched. Hanlon
drove his right twice to the kidneys. Hanlon sent a straight left to the body and Corbett countered
with right to body. Corbett hooked right to body and they clinched. Hanlon forced the fighting
and had an almost impregnable defense.
Round 3.
Hanlon jolted Corbett with left to body and Corbett sent right uppercut to the jaw. Corbett tried
right uppercut for the jaw. In a mix up Hanlon drove right and left to body and followed it up
with right and left to jaw. Hanlon followed Corbett to ropes and planted half a dozen vicious
rights and lefts to the jaw and the champion was dazed, Corbett went to the ropes and Hanlon
planted his right hard to the jaw and the champion clung to avoid punishment. Hanlon
straightened the champion out and employed rights and lefts to the face as the gong rang. Corbett
went to his corner in a semi-groggy condition, Hanlon pressing the fighting.
Round 4
Hanlon sent in a hard right to kidneys and in a mix-up put a light left to face. Corbett got in a
right to the face. Hanlon sent a straight left to the face and Corbett blocked a wicked right for
the stomach. They mixed it considerably. Hanlon crossed heavily with right to jaw and
followed it up with rights to the kidneys. Corbett was clinging to Hanlon as the gong sounded.
Round 5.
After several attempts Corbett sent a right swing to the head and in a mix-up put his left to the
body. Hanlon sent his left to the body and right to the head. Corbett retaliated in a similar
manner. Eddie jabbed the champion but Corbett came back with right to the eye. Corbett tried
twice with left for the face and in a vicious exchange both landed hard right and left to the face.
Corbett came out of the volley by sending hard right to Eddie's jaw and the gong rang.
Round 6
Corbett started in on the aggressive and put his right to the face. After a hard exchange Eddie
drove his right to the face and clinched. Corbett drove Hanlon's headback with a wicked
uppercut. Eddie brought his left to the kidneys. Corbettplanted his right and left to the
face hard and brought the blood from the Californian's nose. This was Corbett's round.

Round 7.
Corbett sent his right to the jaw and then went into a mix-up. Corbett put a stiff right to the jaw
and Eddie came back with a left to the body. Corbett sent in three rights to the body. Both men
were fighting hard. In a fierce mix-up both exchanged severe blows and Hanlon was
raining rights und lefts on Corbett face when the gong sounded.
Round 8
Hanlon put his right to the kidneys and Corbett came back with left to body. Hanlon sent a hard
right to the body but the champion came back with his famous uppercut on the jaw. Hanlon put
hard right to the kidneys, then followed with left short arm to the body and a similar left to face.
Eddie landed two rights and a left to jaw in quick succession. Corbett fought hard. At the
conclusion of the round Hanlon sent in two rights to the jaw. Hanlon’s round.
Round 10.
Corbett tried with right to head and Hanlon came back with two rights and lefts to jaw. Hanlon
swung twice to head with left and in a mix up put his right and left to jaw. Corbett clinched to
avoid punishment. Eddie sent in a right to body and followed with a rain of rights and lefts to the
same place. Corbett was bleeding badly but fought back gamely. Hanlon apparently was having
all the best of it and the gong saved Corbett.
The excitement was so intense that the bell was not heard.
Round 11.
Hanlon started in to beat his man to the mat but Corbett came back gamely. He landed a right on
the jaw and left to the face but his blows were weak. Corbett kept in well and tried to regain his
strength. Hanlon sent right and left to stomach and then a left to the jaw. But Corbett came back
with a stiff right uppercut to jaw. Corbett nursed himself carefully in this round and let Hanlon
do all the fighting.
Round .12
Corbett sent in two vicious rights to the stomach and then followed it with another to the same
place. Corbett crossed with right over the eye and followed it with another to same place. Eddie
whipped right hard to the head. Hanlon was not so fresh. This was Corbett's round.
Round 13.
Corbett sent straight right to stomach and received in return a light jab in the face. Corbett
again worked his right uppercut hard to jaw and they clinched. Hanlon sent a right to stomach
that made Corbett wince and then put left to the Kidneys. Hanlon landed right and left
lightly to jaw but as the bell sounded Corbett sent in a stiff right to the face.

Round 14
Corbett went in at once with right to head,
and then a short right arm to jaw was
followed by a
straight right to the same place. Eddie sent in
several lefts and rights to body and Corbett
fought back viciously but did not land.
Hanlon came back like a fiend and as the
bell sounded nearly put the champion out of
business by a succession of rights and lefts
to face.
Round 15
Corbett waded in with right and was
blocked, and Hanlon then forced the
fighting. Three hard uppercuts forced
Corbett to clinch to avoid punishment.
Hanlon swung right to jaw and Corbett
retaliated with left to head. A moment later
Hanlon rained blow after blow on the
champion and he was very tired when the
gong sounded.
Round 16.
Corbett seemed much refreshed after his
respite, but Hanlon started in to rush matters
and this
round was practically a repetition of the last.
The bell again came to the aid of the
champion.
Round 17.
Corbett uppercut Hanlon with right to jaw
and Hanlon sent Corbett back with left to the
face. Corbett then got in right to jaw and
followed with a right swing to the head. Twice more he sent rights to the face and then slipped
and fell to the floor. As he got up Hanlon put in left and right to jaw. Corbett put left uppercut to
jaw but Hanlon responded with a hard right to kidneys. Hanlon blocked two right uppercuts to
head and went with right and left to body.

Round 18
Corbett rushed in with left to face. Hanlon landed three rights to face and jaw and Corbett
clinched again to avoid punishment. Hanlon forced Corbett to the ropes with right and lefts to
face, the champion receiving terrific punishment. Hanlon sent straight left to face and then
uppercut Corbett to jaw with right. Corbett sent in hard right and Hanlon sent the champion to
the floor with a succession of blows to the face and body. Hanlon kept up the work until the
sound of the gong, which saved the champion from defeat.
Round 19
Corbett came up refreshed and sent right to jaw, but received a right and left on the jaw in
return.Hanlon followed with a straight left hard to face. Corbett fought back strongly but most of
the blows lacked force. Eddie sent right to body and Corbett went in with right and left swings to
head. Hanlon sent the champion back with rights and lefts to body and the gong was a welcome
sound to Corbett.

Round 20.
Corbett went at it hammer and tongs but his blows lacked force. Hanlon put his left to the jaw
and two rights to body in a mix-up. But Corbett came back with right and then crossed to the.
jaw and followed it up with right to head and Hanlon slipped to the floor. Corbett landed left
swing to head and Hanlon almost slipped to his knees. Corbett fought fast and furiously, trying
vainly to reach the Californian. In a mix-up he sent in several rights and lefts to body, but
Hanlon came back at him and forced him to the ropes.
End

